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Abstract We propose a novel node splitting method for re-
gression trees and incorporate it into the random regression
forest framework. Unlike traditional binary splitting, where
the splitting rule is selected from a predefined set of binary
splitting rules via trial-and-error, the proposed node splitting
method first finds clusters in the training data which at least
locally minimize the empirical loss without considering the
input space. Then splitting rules which preserve the found
clusters as much as possible, are determined by casting the
problem as a classification problem. Consequently, our new
node splitting method enjoys more freedom in choosing the
splitting rules, resulting in more efficient tree structures. In
addition to the algorithm for the ordinary Euclidean target
space, we present a variant which can naturally deal with
a circular target space by the proper use of circular statis-
tics. In order to deal with challenging, ambiguous image-
based pose estimation problems, we also present a voting-
based ensemble method using the mean shift algorithm. Fur-
thermore, to address data imbalanceness problems present
in some of the datasets, we propose a bootstrap sampling
method using a sample weighting technique. We apply the
proposed random regression forest algorithm to head pose
estimation, car direction estimation and pedestrian orienta-
tion estimation tasks, and demonstrate its competitive per-
formance.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Random Regression Forests

Regression has been successfully applied to various com-
puter vision tasks such as head pose estimation (Haj et al,
2012; Fenzi et al, 2013), object direction estimation (Fenzi
et al, 2013; Torki and Elgammal, 2011), human body pose
estimation (Bissacco et al, 2007; Sun et al, 2012; Hara and
Chellappa, 2013) and facial point localization (Dantone et al,
2012; Cao et al, 2012), which require continuous outputs.
In regression, a mapping from an input space to a target
space is learned from the training data. The learned mapping
function is used to predict the target values for new data.
In computer vision, the input space is typically the high-
dimensional image feature space and the target space is a
space which represents some high level concepts present in
the given image. Due to the complex input-target relation-
ship, non-linear regression methods are usually employed
for computer vision tasks.

Among several non-linear regression methods, random
regression forests (Breiman, 2001) have been shown to be
effective for various computer vision problems (Sun et al,
2012; Criminisi et al, 2010; Dantone et al, 2012; Criminisi
and Shotton, 2013). The random regression forest is an en-
semble learning method which combines several regression
trees (Breiman et al, 1984) into a strong regressor. The re-
gression trees define recursive partitioning of the input space
and each leaf node contains a model for the predictor. In the
training stage, the trees are grown in order to reduce the em-
pirical loss over the training data. In the random regression
forest, each regression tree is independently trained using a
random subset of training data (bootstrap samples) and pre-
diction is done by finding the average/mode of outputs from
all the trees.
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In computer vision, it is often the case that a target space
is multidimensional. A common approach is to independently
train a regressor for each of the target dimensions. However,
this approach is cumbersome if the dimensionality of the tar-
get space is high. Also, the training algorithms do not take
into account possibly useful correlations among the differ-
ent target dimensions. Multi-dimensional target regression
allows us to train a single model which can output vec-
tor values. During training, a single empirical loss defined
over all the target dimensions is minimized. With regression
trees, the extension from scalar outputs to vector outputs is
trivially achieved and thus the same is true with the random
regression forest.

As a node splitting algorithm, binary splitting is com-
monly employed for regression trees; however, it has limita-
tions regarding how it partitions the input space. The biggest
limitation of the standard binary splitting is that a splitting
rule at each node is selected by trial-and-error from a pre-
defined set of splitting rules. To manage the search space,
simple thresholding operations on a single dimension of the
input are typically chosen. Due to these limitations, the re-
sulting trees are not necessarily efficient in reducing the em-
pirical loss.

1.2 K-clusters Regression Forest

To overcome the above drawbacks of the standard binary
splitting scheme, we propose a novel node splitting method
and incorporate it into the regression forest framework. In
our node splitting method, clusters in the training data which
at least locally minimize the empirical loss are first found
without being restricted to a predefined set of splitting rules.
Then splitting rules which preserve the found clusters as
much as possible, are determined by casting the problem
as a classification problem. As a by-product, our procedure
allows each node in the tree to have more than two child
nodes, adding one more level of flexibility to the model. We
also propose a way to adaptively determine the number of
child nodes at each splitting using the Bayesian Informa-
tion Criterion (BIC) (Kashyap, 1977; Schwarz, 1978). Thus,
the number of leaf nodes of each regression tree is adjusted
based on the complexity of the distribution of the data. Un-
like the standard binary splitting method, our splitting pro-
cedure enjoys more freedom in choosing the partitioning
rules, resulting in more efficient regression tree structures.
In addition to the method for the Euclidean target space, we
present a variant which can naturally deal with a circular
target space by the proper use of circular statistics.

We refer to regression forests (RF) employing our node
splitting algorithm as K-clusters Regression Forest (KRF)
and those employing the adaptive determination of the num-
ber of child nodes as Adaptive KRF (AKRF).

1.3 Voting-based ensemble

Some of the image-based continuous prediction tasks are
challenging as similar images can have completely differ-
ent target values. For instance, in car direction estimation
and pedestrian orientation estimation tasks, appearances of
some samples are very similar to their 180◦ flipped versions,
making the prediction difficult. On those challenging sam-
ples, predictions from multiple trees in the forest tend to
form multiple peaks. Thus, the final prediction based on the
mean, as in standard regression forest ensemble, results in
inaccurate predictions.

To alleviate this problem, we propose a new voting-based
ensemble method. In the prediction stage, we allow each
training sample in leaf nodes to cast a probabilistic vote
in the target space. We then find the highest mode using
the mean shift algorithm (Fukunaga and Hostetler, 1975;
Cheng, 1995; Comaniciu and Meer, 2002)). By choosing
the highest mode, only trees with the largest agreement con-
tribute to the final prediction and those with less agreement
are ignored, making the prediction more reliable. For the cir-
cular target space, we model each vote as a weighted von Mises
distribution and apply the mean shift algorithm derived for
the circular space.

1.4 Bootstrap sampling for data imbalanceness problem

Another challenge present in some pose estimation tasks is a
discrepancy between target variable’s distributions of train-
ing data and testing data. The discrepancy between them can
lead to suboptimal performance for any supervised learning
method. A particular case we consider in this work is when
the target variable distribution of the testing data is likely to
be uniform but that of the training data is highly imbalanced.
For instance, in an orientation estimation problem where ob-
ject poses range from 0◦ to 360◦, it is natural to assume
each orientation is equally likely in an operation stage: how-
ever, if the training data distribution is highly imbalanced, a
model trained on this training data would not perform well
in the operation stage. To address this issue, we propose
to weigh each training data point such that the target vari-
able distribution computed from the weighted training data
is uniform. Based on those weights, we then select boot-
strap samples for training the regression forest, i.e., samples
with larger weights are more likely to be selected. We com-
pute the weights as the reciprocal of the probability density
obtained by kernel density estimation. The likelihood cross-
validation is used to determine the parameter of the kernel
function, thus, no additional parameters are introduced in
the method.
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1.5 Object pose estimation tasks

In this work, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed approach on three different object pose estimation
tasks. The first task is the head pose estimation task which
has been a standard computer vision task used to show the
effectiveness of various regression methods. In typical head
pose estimation testbeds, head poses are represented by one
to three dimensional vectors in the Euclidean space. Thus,
it is a suitable application to test our methods for the Eu-
clidean target space. Among many existing datasets, we use
the Pointing’04 dataset (Gourier et al, 2004) due to its pop-
ularity.

The second task is a car direction estimation task which
has gained more and more attention due to its practical im-
portance. In this task, car directions are represented by the
1D continuous circular space, making this task suitable for
our methods for a circular target space. For this task, we
employ the EPFL Multi-view Car Dataset (Ozuysal et al,
2009).

In addition to the above two tasks, we evaluate our meth-
ods on a continuous pedestrian orientation estimation task
which we introduce to the community. A body orientation
of a pedestrian can provide valuable cues for many appli-
cations. For 3D pose estimation tasks, accurate orientation
estimates significantly reduce the ambiguity of the poses.
From a person’s orientation, we can infer a potential moving
direction which may help to improve tracking accuracy. Per-
son re-identification benefits from the orientation informa-
tion by modeling color distribution in the orientation space.
Interactions between humans and crowd behaviors can be
more precisely recognized if their orientations are known. A
person’s attention can be inferred by his/her body orienta-
tion.

Traditionally, body orientation estimation has been ad-
dressed as a multi-class classification problem by represent-
ing the orientations by four or eight representative discrete
orientations. Although this is partially justified as obtaining
ground truth of continuous orientations is difficult, such a
coarse representation may not be sufficient for subsequent
applications. Moreover, since the body orientation is con-
tinuous by nature, artificial discretization of orientation may
result in a suboptimal performance. Therefore, we collected
continuous annotations of the body orientations using Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk for an existing orientation estimation
dataset which has only discrete annotations (TUD Multiview
Pedestrians Dataset (Andriluka et al, 2010)). The user inter-
face used for the annotation is shown in Fig. 1). Visualiza-
tion of the annotation (Fig. 9) reveals that the obtained con-
tinuous annotations for body orientations capture the smooth
transitions in body orientations. Due to the various pose and
appearance variations and the size of the dataset, this new
testbed is much more challenging and realistic than Point-

ing’04 and EPFL Multi-view Car Dataset and can be used
to evaluate the effectiveness of various regression methods.
These newly collected annotations will be made publicly
available in order to promote more research in this field.

One may argue that the orientation estimation is just a
simpler version of popular body pose estimation problems.
Although it is true for 3D pose estimation where the aim is
to locate body joints in a 3D space, most of the recent pose
estimation works focus on localizing body joints in 2D im-
ages and in general it is difficult to infer the body orientation
from 2D joint locations. Thus, we believe that orientation
estimation and pose estimation are complementary to each
other and the body orientation estimation task from 2D still
images deserve a special attention.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first regression-
based method applied for continuous body orientation esti-
mation from still images. We believe that the introduction
of the continuous pedestrian orientation estimation task will
facilitate further research in the field of regression for com-
puter vision.

1.6 Summary of the results

Through experiments, we demonstrate that the proposed meth-
ods, KRF and AKRF, achieve competitive results. Also, they
significantly outperform other general regression methods
including regression forests with the standard binary split-
ting step. We observe that the proposed two extensions, the
sample weighting technique and the voting-based ensemble
method, further improve the performance for the car direc-
tion estimation task (12.5% reduction in an error) and the
pedestrian orientation estimation task (8.7% improvement
in accuracy) compared to AKRF.

Throughout the paper, we use a suffix W and V to repre-
sent our methods used with the sample weighting and the
voting-based ensemble, respectively. For instance, AKRF
with voting-based ensemble is referred to as AKRF-V and
AKRF with both voting-based ensemble and sample weight-
ing is referred to as AKRF-VW.

1.7 Organization

An earlier version of this manuscript appeared in Hara and
Chellappa (2014). In this version, we introduce a continuous
pedestrian orientation task with newly collected annotations,
propose a voting-based ensemble method as well as a sam-
ple weighting method to improve AKRF and present experi-
mental results. In Sec. 2, we review related works. In Sec. 3,
we describe the details of the proposed methods. Sec. 4 re-
ports experimental results and Sec. 5 concludes the paper.
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Fig. 1: User interface for the continuous orientation annotation. Each annotator is requested to specify the body orientation
of pedestrians by moving a line segment in a circle.

2 Related work

2.1 Regression

Several regression problems such as head pose estimation
and body orientation estimation have been addressed by clas-
sification methods by assigning a different pseudo-class la-
bel to each of roughly discretized target value (e.g., Yan et al
(2013); Huang et al (2010); Orozco et al (2009); Baltieri
et al (2012); Ozuysal et al (2009)). Increasing the number
of pseudo-classes allows more precise prediction, however,
the classification problem becomes more difficult. This be-
comes more problematic as the dimensionality of target space
increases. In general, discretization is conducted experimen-
tally to balance the desired classification accuracy and pre-
cision.

Weiss and Indurkhya (1995); Torgo and Gama (1996)
apply k-means clustering to the target space to automatically
discretize the target space and assign pseudo-classes. They
then solve the classification problem by rule induction algo-
rithms for classification. Though somewhat more sophisti-
cated, these approaches still suffer from problems due to dis-
cretization. Our method differs from approaches discussed
above in that in these approaches, pseudo-classes are fixed
once determined either by human or clustering algorithms
while in our approach, pseudo-classes are adaptively rede-
termined at each node splitting of regression tree training.
Furthermore, instead of trying to find possibly complex de-
cision boundaries at once, our method recursively partitions
the input space such that training samples in each partition
have similar target values. Thus, nodes at higher levels of the
tree are responsible only for coarse partitioning while those
at lower levels focus on finer partitioning, making further
partitioning easier. Since each leaf node has a constant esti-
mate for the corresponding partition, the number of possible
outputs is equal to the number of leaf nodes in the tree, mak-
ing detailed prediction possible. When combined with the

regression forest framework, the number of possible outputs
is further increased.

Similar to our method, Dobra and Gehrke (2002) con-
verted node splitting tasks into local classification tasks by
applying the EM algorithm to the joint input-output space.
Since clustering is applied to the joint space, this method
is not suitable for tasks with high dimensional input space.
In fact these experiments are limited to tasks with upto 20
dimensional input space.

The work most similar to our method was proposed by
Chou (1991) who applied a k-means like algorithm to the
target space to find a locally optimal set of partitions for re-
gression tree learning. However, this method is limited to the
case where the input is a categorical variable. Although we
limit ourselves to continuous inputs, our formulation is more
general and can be applied to any type of inputs by choosing
appropriate classification methods. Furthermore, incorporat-
ing such regression trees into a regression forest framework
has not been explored.

2.2 Decision trees with multiway splitting

Many multiway splitting methods have been proposed in the
literature for classification purpose. Fayyad and Irani (1993)
proposed a multiway splitting based on a single input di-
mension where the number of child nodes is determined by
Minimum Description Length (MDL). Berzal et al (2004)
designed a hierarchy of intervals on each input dimension
by a hierarchical clustering method which also takes into
account the class distributions and selects a set of intervals
which minimizes an impurity measure. Loh and Vanichse-
takul (1988) used linear discriminant analysis as a multiway
splitting function which can naturally exploit all the input
dimensions at once and does not rely on exhaustive search
for the best splitting function.

For regression, a variant of regression trees called re-
gression ferns have been used to realize multiway splitting.
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Dollár et al (2010) proposed random regression ferns which
partition the input space into 2S regions based on the re-
sults of randomly selected S binary splitting functions. In
the training phase, multiple regression ferns are evaluated
and the one which has the lowest error is selected. Cao et al
(2012) employed a fern model in the boosted regression frame-
work. Instead of randomly generating binary splitting func-
tions, they selected a set of feature dimensions based on cor-
relations between features and the targets.

2.3 Sample weighting for data imbalanceness problem

The issue of imbalanced data has been a major research topic
for many years, however, most existing works focus on clas-
sification tasks. In Chen et al (2004), two approaches for ad-
dressing the imbalanced training data for classification are
discussed for random forests. The first approach is to incor-
porate sample weights in a cost function to be minimized.
The second approach is to use a sampling technique to artifi-
cially make the training data balanced by either over-sample
minority classes or down-sample majority classes. The other
approaches which fall into the first class of approaches are
Domingos (1999); Pazzani et al (1994) and those falling
into the second one are Kubat et al (1997); Chawla et al
(2002); Drummond and Holte (2003), although they are not
designed for random forests. For regression tasks, Torgo et al
(2013) proposed a sampling-based method by extending Chawla
et al (2002), however, the proposed algorithm is not specifi-
cally designed for random forests.

2.4 Mean shift for a circular space

Several mean shift algorithms for a circular space have been
proposed in Chang-Chien et al (2012); Kobayashi and Otsu
(2010); Kafai et al (2010); Wu and Yang (2007). In Kobayashi
and Otsu (2010), the mean shift algorithm for a unit hyper-
sphere is proposed. Chang-Chien et al (2012) proposed a
mean shift based clustering algorithm for circular data by
extending the algorithm originally developed for Euclidean
space (Wu and Yang, 2007). Kafai et al (2010) introduced a
directional mean shift algorithm based on the shortest path
between two points on the directional space and applied it to
3D medical structure topology classification.

2.5 Applications

2.5.1 Head pose estimation

Regression has been widely applied for head pose estima-
tion tasks. Haj et al (2012) used kernel partial least squares
regression to learn a mapping from HOG features to head

poses. Fenzi et al (2013) learned a set of local feature gener-
ative model using RBF networks and estimated poses using
MAP inference. Fanelli et al (2011) applied random regres-
sion forest to a head pose estimation task from depth images.
Ho and Chellappa (2012) used a multi-class SVM to obtain
a coarse estimate of the head pose and then used SVR to
refine the estimate. Bailly et al (2009) proposed a feature
selection method based on the boosting technique and com-
bined it with a generalized regression neural network.

Hough Forests (Gall and Lempitsky, 2009) and its exten-
sion (Girshick et al, 2011) can be considered as a regression
framework based on random forests, where each decision
tree on a local patch casts a vote on the location of the object
and/or the pose of the object. Redondo-cabrera et al (2014)
extended the Hough Forests to a joint object detection and
continuous pose estimation task.

2.5.2 Car direction estimation

Several works considered the car direction estimation task
where the direction ranges from 0◦ and 360◦. Herdtweck
and Curio (2013) modified the regression forests so that the
binary splitting minimizes a cost function specifically de-
signed for direction estimation tasks. Torki and Elgammal
(2011) applied supervised manifold learning and used RBF
networks to learn a mapping from a point on the learnt man-
ifold to the target space. Yang et al (2014) proposed a spe-
cial convolutional neural network referred to as an Auto-
masking Neural Network (ANN) to jointly detect an object
and estimate its pose as a continuous value. ANNs can auto-
matically learn to select the most discriminative object parts
across different viewpoints from training images. Fenzi and
Ostermann (2014) proposed a method which combines con-
tinuous pose estimation for object categories based on fea-
ture regression and a graph matching strategy that disam-
biguates the pose solution. Fenzi et al (2015) proposed a
regression method to perform continuous pose estimation of
object categories on the basis of a spatially arranged ensem-
ble of Fisher regressors.

In He et al (2014), a joint object detection and pose es-
timation approach based on a structured SVM is proposed.
To achieve efficient inference, authors propose to first prune
the search space and then refine the prediction. In the prun-
ing stage, for each representative pose, a set of candidate
bounding boxes is generated and in the refining stage, for
each candidate, pose is optimized and a candidate with the
highest score is returned as a final prediction.

2.5.3 Pedestrian orientation estimation

The pedestrian orientation problem has been studied mostly
as a multiclass classification problem where the orientation
is discretized into four or eight evenly spaced orientations,
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each 45◦ or 90◦ apart from each other. Then the performance
evaluation is done using classification accuracy as the met-
ric.

In Andriluka et al (2010), eight orientation-specific pedes-
trian detectors based on a pictorial structured model are trained
and the scores from the SVM-based detectors are combined
to produce the final estimate of the orientation. Approaches
based on classifiers but with holistic image features have
also been proposed in Shimizu and Poggio (2004); Gandhi
and Trivedi (2008); Nakajima et al (2003); Chen et al (2011);
Zhao et al (2012).

Enzweiler and Gavrila (2010) proposed an integrated frame-
work for pedestrian classification and orientation estimation
where view-specific pedestrian classifiers trained on posi-
tive and negative samples are used for orientation estima-
tion. Similar to Baltieri et al (2012), their method produces
continuous prediction by modeling the distribution over the
orientation as a mixture of Gaussian. Joint pedestrian classi-
fication and orientation estimation is also conducted by Tao
and Klette (2013) and Goto et al (2011).

Our voting-based ensemble technique is similar to the
one proposed by Baltieri et al (2012), where a set of Ex-
tremely Randomized Trees is adopted as classifiers and multi-
scale HOG features are used as image features. They define
a probability density function over the orientation space by
treating outputs from the classifiers as continuous values.
The final estimate is obtained by finding the mode of the
probability density function by the mean shift algorithm.
It is experimentally shown that by combining the outputs
from the classifiers using a mixture of approximated Gaus-
sian distributions, one can obtain significant improvements
over methods which select the orientation with the highest
classifier score. Similar to our work, this method allows con-
tinuous prediction, however, both training and evaluation are
still done on discretized orientations. In addition, they use
an approximated version of wrapped Gaussian distribution
for the mean-shift while we use the mean-shift algorithm
specifically tuned to the von Mises distribution without any
approximation.

3 Methods

Throughout the paper, we denote a set of training data by
{xi, ti}Ni=1 , where x ∈ Rp is an input vector and t ∈ Rq is
a target vector. The goal of regression is to learn a function
F ∗(x) such that the expected value of a certain loss function
Ψ(t, F (x)) is minimized:

F ∗(x) = argmin
F (x)

E[Ψ(t, F (x)]. (1)

By approximating the above expected loss by an empirical
loss and using the squared loss function, Eq. 1 is reformu-

lated as minimizing the sum of squared errors (SSE):

F ∗(x) = argmin
F (x)

N∑
i=1

||ti − F (xi)||22. (2)

However, other loss functions can also be used. In this paper,
we employ a specialized loss function to deal with tasks with
a circular target space (Sec. 3.5).

In the following subsections, we first present an abstracted
regression tree algorithm, followed by the presentation of a
standard binary splitting method normally employed for re-
gression tree training. We then describe the details of our
splitting method. An algorithm for adaptively determining
the number of child nodes is presented, followed by a modi-
fication of our method for the circular target space, which is
necessary for orientation estimation tasks. Then the standard
regression forest framework for combining regression trees
is presented. Finally, we introduce two extensions of AKRF.

3.1 Abstracted Regression Tree Model

Regression trees are grown by recursively partitioning the
input space into a set of disjoint partitions, starting from a
root node which corresponds to the entire input space. At
each node splitting stage, a set of splitting rules and pre-
diction models for each partition are determined so as to
minimize the certain loss (error). A typical choice for a pre-
diction model is a constant model which is determined as a
mean target value of training samples in the partition. How-
ever, higher order models such as linear regression can also
be used. Throughout this work, we employ the constant model.
After each partitioning, the corresponding child nodes are
created and each training sample is forwarded to one of the
child nodes. Each child node is further split if the number of
the training samples belonging to that node is larger than a
predefined number.

The essential component of regression tree training is an
algorithm for splitting the nodes. Due to the recursive nature
of training stage, it suffices to discuss the splitting of the root
node where all the training data are available. Subsequent
splitting is done with a subset of the training data belonging
to each node in exactly the same manner.

Formally, we denote a set of K disjoint partitions of the
input space by R = {r1, r2, . . . , rK}, a set of constant es-
timates associated with each partition byA = {a1, . . . ,aK}
and theK clusters of the training data by S = {S1, S2, · · · , SK}
where

Sk = {i : xi ∈ rk}. (3)

In the squared loss case, a constant estimate, ak, for the
k-th partition is computed as the mean target vector of the
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training samples that fall into rk:

ak =
1

|Sk|
∑
i∈Sk

ti. (4)

The sum of squared errors (SSE) associated with each
child node is computed as:

SSEk =
∑
i∈Sk

||ti − ak||22, (5)

where SSEk is the SSE for the k-th child node. Then the sum
of squared errors on the entire training data is computed as:

SSE =

K∑
k=1

SSEk =

K∑
k=1

∑
i∈Sk

||ti − ak||22. (6)

The aim of training is to find a set of splitting rules defining
the input partitions which minimizes the SSE.

Assuming there is no further splitting, the regression tree
is formally represented as

H(x;A,R) =

K∑
k=1

ak1(x ∈ rk), (7)

where 1 is an indicator function. The regression tree outputs
one of the elements ofA depending on to which of theR =

{r1, . . . , rK}, the new data x belongs. As mentioned earlier,
the child nodes are further split as long as the number of
the training samples belonging to the node is larger than a
predefined number.

3.2 Standard Binary Node Splitting

In standard binary regression trees (Breiman et al, 1984),
K is fixed at two. Each splitting rule is defined as a pair
of the index of the input dimension and a threshold. Thus,
each binary splitting rule corresponds to a hyperplane that is
perpendicular to one of the axes. Among a predefined set of
such splitting rules, the one that minimizes the overall SSE,
as defined in Eq. 6, is selected by trial-and-error.

The major drawback of the splitting procedure presented
above is that the splitting rules are determined by exhaus-
tively searching the best splitting rule among the predefined
set of candidate rules. Essentially, this is the reason why only
simple binary splitting rules defined as thresholding on a sin-
gle dimension are considered in the training stage. Since the
candidate rules are severely limited, the selected rules are
not necessarily the best among all possible ways to partition
the input space.

3.3 Proposed Node Splitting

In order to overcome the drawbacks of the standard binary
splitting procedure, we propose a new splitting procedure
which does not rely on trial-and-error. A graphical illustra-
tion of the algorithm is given in Fig. 2. At each node splitting
stage, we first find ideal clusters T = {T1, T2, · · · , TK} of
the training data associated with the node, those that at least
locally minimize the following objective function:

min
T

K∑
k=1

∑
i∈Tk

||ti − ak||22 (8)

where Tk = {i : ||ti − ak||2 ≤ ||ti − aj ||2,∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ K}
and ak = 1

|Tk|
∑
i∈Tk

ti. This minimization can be done
by applying the k-means clustering algorithm in the target
space with K as the number of clusters. Note the similar-
ity between the objective functions in Eq. 8 and Eq. 6. The
difference is that in Eq. 6, clusters in S are indirectly deter-
mined by the splitting rules defined in the input space while
the clusters in T are directly determined by the k-means al-
gorithm without taking into account the input space.

After finding T, we find partitionsR = {r1, . . . , rK} of
the input space which preserve T as much as possible. This
task is equivalent to a K-class classification problem which
aims at determining a cluster ID of each data point based
on x. Note that here, what we truly care is the generaliza-
tion ability of the classifier on unseen data points. Among
existing classification methods, in this work, we employ the
L2-regularized L2-loss linear SVM with a one-versus-rest
approach due to its proven generalization ability and low
computational time for both training and testing. Formally,
we solve the following optimization problem for each clus-
ter using LIBLINEAR (Fan et al, 2008):

min
wk

||wk||2 + C

N∑
i=1

(max(0, 1− lki wT
k xi))

2, (9)

where wk is the weight vector for the k-th cluster, lki = 1 if
i ∈ Tk and −1 otherwise and C > 0 is a penalty parameter.
We set C = 1 throughout the paper. Each training sample is
forwarded to one of the K child nodes by

k∗ = argmax
k∈{1,··· ,K}

wT
k x. (10)

At the last stage of the node splitting procedure, we com-
pute S defined in Eq. 3 and A defined in Eq. 4 based on the
constructed splitting rules in Eq. 10.

Unlike standard binary splitting, the proposed splitting
rules are not limited to hyperplanes that are perpendicular
to one of the axes and the clusters are found without being
restricted to a set of predefined splitting rules in the input
space. Furthermore, our splitting strategy allows each node
to have more than two child nodes by employing K > 2,
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adding one more level of flexibility to the model. Note that
larger K generally results in smaller value for Eq. 8, how-
ever, since the subsequent classification problem becomes
more difficult, a larger K does not necessarily lead to an
improved performance.

3.4 Adaptive determination of K

Since K is a parameter, we need to determine the value for
K by a time consuming cross-validation step. In order to
avoid the cross-validation step while achieving comparative
performance, we propose a method to adaptively determine
K at each node based on the sample distribution.

In this work we adopt a criterion proposed in x-means
clustering algorithm (Pelleg and Moore, 2000), an extension
of the k-means, where the number of clusters is adaptively
determined by the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Kashyap,
1977; Schwarz, 1978). The BIC is designed to balance the
model complexity and likelihood. In the x-means algorithm,
the number of clusters is increased by splitting initial clus-
ters until the BIC does not improve. Although we use the
same criterion, unlike x-means, we determine K by running
k-means independently with each candidate value of K, and
select one which achieves the lowest BIC value. As a result,
when a target distribution is complex, a larger value of K is
selected and when the target distribution is simple, a smaller
value ofK is selected. This is in contrast to the non-adaptive
method where a fixed number of K is used regardless of the
complexity of the distributions.

To compute the BIC, a probabilistic interpretation of the
k-means algorithm is necessary. As in Pelleg and Moore
(2000), we assume that the data are generated from a mix-
ture of isotropic weighted Gaussians with a shared variance.
The unbiased estimate for the shared variance is computed
as1

σ̂2 =
1

q(N −K)

K∑
k=1

∑
i∈Tk

||ti − ak||22. (11)

A point probability density for a data point t belonging
to the k-th cluster is computed as follows:

p(t) =
|Tk|
N

1
√

2πσ̂2
q exp(−||t− ak||22

2σ̂2
). (12)

1 In the earlier version (Hara and Chellappa (2014)) and in Pelleg
and Moore (2000), the variance is incorrectly estimated by missing q
in the denominator. The results of the AKRF on Pointing’04 datasets
have been updated. However, the difference is insignificant. The results
on EPFL Multi-vew Car Dataset are unaffected as q = 1.

After simple calculations, the log-likelihood of the data
is obtained as

lnL({ti}Ni=1) = ln ΠN
i=1p(ti) =

K∑
k=1

∑
i∈Tk

ln p(ti) =

−qN
2

ln(2πσ̂2)− q(N −K)

2
+

K∑
k=1

|Tk| ln |Tk| −N lnN

(13)

Finally, the BIC for a particular value of K is computed
as

BICK = −2 lnL({ti}Ni=1) + Fk lnN. (14)

where Fk = (K−1+ qK+1) is the number of free param-
eters (K − 1 cluster priors, K q-dimensional centroids and
1 shared variance).

At each node splitting stage, we run the k-means algo-
rithm for each value of K in a manually specified range
and select K with the smallest BIC. Since SVM training
is done only once with the selectedK, the computation time
is not significant. Throughout this work, we select K from
{2, 3, . . . , 40}.

3.5 Modification for a Circular Target Space

1D orientation estimation of objects such as cars and pedes-
trians is unique in that the target variable is periodic, namely,
0◦ and 360◦ represent the same direction angle. Thus, the
target space can be naturally represented as a unit circle,
which is a 1D Riemannian manifold in R2. To deal with such
a target space, special treatments are needed since the Eu-
clidean distance is inappropriate. For instance, the distance
between 10◦ and 350◦ should be shorter than that between
10◦ and 50◦ on this manifold.

In our method, such orientation estimation problems are
naturally addressed by modifying the k-means algorithm and
the computation of BIC. The remaining steps are kept un-
changed. The k-means clustering method consists of com-
puting the cluster centroids and hard assignment of the train-
ing samples to the closest centroid. Finding the closest cen-
troid on a circle is trivially done by using the length of the
shorter arc as a distance. Due to the periodic nature of the
variable, the arithmetic mean is not appropriate for comput-
ing the centroids. A typical way to compute the mean of
angles is to first convert each angle to a 2D point on a unit
circle. The arithmetic mean is then computed on a 2D plane
and converted back to the angular value. More specifically,
given a set of orientation angles t, . . . , tN , the mean orien-
tation a is computed by

a = atan2(
1

N

N∑
i=1

sin ti,
1

N

N∑
i=1

cos ti). (15)
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Target Space Input Space Target Space
Fig. 2: An illustration of the proposed splitting method (K = 3). A set of clusters of the training data is found in the target
space by k-means (left). The input partitions preserving the found clusters as much as possible are determined by an SVM
(middle). If no more splitting is needed, the mean is computed as a constant estimate for each set of colored samples. The
yellow stars represent the means (right). Note that the color of some points change due to misclassification. If further splitting
is needed, clusterling is applied to each set of colored samples separately in the target space.

It is known (Gaile and Burt, 1980) that a minimizes the sum
of a certain distance defined on a circle,

a = argmin
s

N∑
i=1

d(ti, s) (16)

where d(q, s) = 1 − cos(q − s) ∈ [0, 2]. Thus, k-means
clustering using the above definition of means finds clusters
T = {T1, T2, · · · , TK} of the training data that at least lo-
cally minimize the following objective function,

min
T

K∑
k=1

∑
i∈Tk

(1− cos(ti − ak)) (17)

where Tk = {i : 1− cos(ti− ak) ≤ 1− cos(ti− aj),∀ 1 ≤
j ≤ K}.

Using the k-means algorithm presented above in split-
ting a node essentially means that we employ distance d(q, s)

as a loss function in Eq. 1. Although squared shorter arc
length might be more appropriate for the orientation estima-
tion task, there is no constant time algorithm to find a mean
which minimizes it. Also, as will be explained shortly, the
above definition of the mean coincides with the maximum
likelihood estimate of the mean of a certain probability dis-
tribution defined on a circle.

As in the Euclidean target case, we can also adaptively
determine the value forK at each node using BIC. As a den-
sity function, the Gaussian distribution is not appropriate. A
suitable choice is the von Mises distribution, which is a peri-
odic continuous probability distribution defined on a circle,

p(t|a, κ) =
1

2πI0(κ)
exp (κ · cos(t− a)) (18)

where a and κ are the mean angle and concentration param-
eter, respectively, analogous to the mean and variance of the

Gaussian distribution, and Iλ is the modified Bessel func-
tion of order λ. It is known (Fisher, 1996) that the maximum
likelihood estimate of a is computed by Eq. 15 and that of κ
satisfies

I1(κ)

I0(κ)
=

√√√√(
1

N

N∑
i=1

sin ti)2 + (
1

N

N∑
i=1

cos ti)2 (19)

=
1

N

N∑
i=1

cos(ti − a). (20)

Note that, from the second term, the above quantity is the
Euclidean norm of the mean vector obtained by converting
each angle to a 2D point on a unit circle.

Similar to the derivation for the Euclidean case, we as-
sume that the data are generated from a mixture of weighted
von Mises distributions with a shared κ. The mean ak of
k-th von Mises distribution is same as the mean of the k-th
cluster obtained by k-means clustering. The shared value for
κ is obtained by solving the following equation

I1(κ)

I0(κ)
=

1

N

K∑
k=1

∑
i∈Tk

cos(ti − ak). (21)

Since there is no closed form solution for the above equa-
tion, we use the following approximation proposed in Mar-
dia and Jupp (2000),

κ ≈ 1

2(1− I1(κ)
I0(κ)

)
. (22)

Then, a point probability density for a data point t be-
longing to the k-th cluster is computed as:

p(t|ak, κ) =
|Tk|
N

exp (κ · cos(t− ak))

2πI0(κ)
. (23)
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After simple calculations, the log-likelihood of the data is
obtained as

lnL({ti}Ni=1) = ln ΠN
i=1p(ti) =

K∑
k=1

∑
i∈Tk

ln p(ti) =

−N ln(2πI0(κ)) + κ

K∑
k=1

∑
i∈Tk

cos(ti − ak)

+

K∑
k=1

|Tk| ln |Tk| −N lnN. (24)

Finally, the BIC for a particular value of K is computed
as

BICK = −2 lnL({ti}Ni=1) + 2K lnN. (25)

where the last term is obtained by putting q = 1 into the last
term of Eq. 14.

3.6 Random Regression Forest

We use the regression forest (Breiman, 2001) as the final re-
gression model. The regression forest is an ensemble learn-
ing method for regression which first constructs multiple re-
gression trees from random subsets of training data. In a
standard regression forest, testing is done by computing the
mean of the outputs from each regression tree. We denote the
ratio of random samples as β ∈ (0, 1.0]. For the Euclidean
target case, the arithmetic mean is used to obtain the final
estimate and for the circular target case, the mean defined in
Eq. 15 is used.

For the regression forest with standard binary regression
trees, an additional randomness is typically injected. In find-
ing the best splitting function at each node, only a randomly
selected subset of the feature dimensions is considered. We
denote the ratio of randomly chosen feature dimensions as
γ ∈ (0, 1.0]. For the regression forest with our regression
trees, we always consider all the feature dimensions. How-
ever, another form of randomness is naturally injected by
randomly selecting the data points as the initial cluster cen-
troids in the k-means algorithm.

3.7 Further extensions

We propose two extensions to our method in order to handle
more challenging tasks such as the pedestrian orientation es-
timation task. The first extension is done to address the data
imbalance issue in the training data. We compute weights
of the training data as a reciprocal of the density and then
construct random subset of the training data for regression
forest training considering those weights.

The second extension is done to address the multiple
peak issue of the predictions which causes flipping errors
in orientation estimation tasks. Unlike the standard regres-
sion trees where a single value is attached to each leaf node,
we retain all the target values of the training samples at each
leaf node during training and then in testing stage, we al-
low those multiple samples at leaf nodes to cast probabilistic
votes in the target space. We then find the highest mode of
the distribution using a mean shift algorithm (Fukunaga and
Hostetler, 1975; Cheng, 1995; Comaniciu and Meer, 2002).
For the tasks with a circular target space, we apply the newly
derived mean shift algorithm for a circular space presented
in Sec. 3.7.3.

3.7.1 Sample weighting technique for imbalanced training
data

In regression training, typically each training sample is treated
equally, i.e., the weight of each training sample is equal, by
assuming that the training data and testing data are gener-
ated from the same distribution. However, in many practical
settings, we collect training data from various scenes and
deploy the trained model in some unknown scenes. Thus, in
many cases it is no longer valid to assume that the training
data and testing data are generated from the same distribu-
tion. Since, in general, we do not know the distribution in the
testing scenes, in applications such as orientation estimation
tasks, it is best to assume that the distribution of the target
values is uniform in testing time. On the other hand, labels of
training data may not follow a uniform distribution, leading
to unbalanced number of training samples across the orien-
tations/poses. To alleviate this problem, we assign a different
weight to each training sample in order to bring the underly-
ing distribution of the target values closer to uniform distri-
bution. The proposed technique is intended to be used when
A) the training data distribution and testing data distribution
are largely different AND B) target variable’s distribution of
the testing data is believed to be close to uniform. If condi-
tion A is not satisfied, we can just train without the sample
weighting technique and use it for testing. If condition B is
not satisfied, the performance could be worse since the sam-
ple weighting technique trains a model on weighted training
data whose weights are determined to bring the target vari-
able’s distribution to uniform.

In this work, we employ the standard approach where
the weight wi for the i-th training sample is computed by
wi = 1

p̂(ti)
. We compute the probability density estimate

p̂(t) using kernel density estimation. For tasks with the Eu-
clidean target space, we use a Gaussian kernel. For tasks
with a circular target space, we use the von Mises distribu-
tion as a kernel function. We denote the concentration pa-
rameter of the von Mises kernel by η.
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The choice of the concentration parameter η of the von Mises
kernel (as well as the standard deviation of the Gaussian
kernel) are extremely important as large values of η lead
to highly variable estimates whereas small values lead to
oversmoothed density estimates. To determine η, we use the
likelihood cross-validation method (Habbema and Hermans,
1977; Duin, 1976) modified for the circular space. The stan-
dard deviation of the Gaussian kernel can be determined in
a similar manner.

Let Di denote the observations with ti excluded, i.e.,
Di = {t1, . . . , ti−1, ti+1, . . . , tN}. Then η is selected as the
solution to the following maximization problem:

η∗ = argmax
η

ΠN
i=1p̂(ti; η,Di) (26)

The solution is found by exhaustive search.
The random subsets of training data for regression for-

est training are constructed by weighted random sampling
with replacement, i.e., each sample is randomly chosen with
probability wi/

∑N
i=1 wi.

3.7.2 Voting-based ensemble using the mean shift algorithm

Our voting-based ensemble method is invoked only in the
testing stage. In the testing stage, for each regression tree
in the forest, an unseen data point xnew is directed to one of
the leaf nodes. A set of weighted samples retained in the leaf
node is then used for casting probabilistic votes in the output
space. Before voting, for each leaf node, we normalize the
weights to make the contribution from each tree equal. Note
that this is necessary as the number of training samples at
each leaf node varies.

Below we discuss a subsequent procedure for a circular
target space. Assume we obtain V weighted votes from M

trees. We model each vote as a weighted von Mises distri-
bution and find the highest mode using the mean shift algo-
rithm which is derived for a circular space in Sec. 3.7.3. The
highest mode found is used as the predicted value.

We determine the value for ν of the von Mises distri-
bution by model validation using held-out validation data.
Note that since ν is a parameter used only in testing time, the
model verification for ν does not involve training a model
with each candidate value of ν. Thus, the model validation
process is computationally simple. In a preliminary exper-
iment, we also tried ν estimated by the weighted version
of the likelihood cross-validation as in Eq. 26, however, the
performance is not satisfactory.

For tasks with the Euclidean target space, we use the
mean shift algorithm with the Gaussian distribution instead
of the von Mises distribution. The standard deviation of the
Gaussian distribution is determined in a similar manner.

3.7.3 Mean shift algorithm for a circular space

The mean shift algorithm was originally proposed for the
Euclidean space. Here, we derive the mean shift algorithm
for a circular space with weighted data. Note that the data
here is a set of weighted votes from regression trees in our
context. The derivation of the mean shift algorithm starts
by assuming that the underlying distribution is obtained by
the kernel density estimation. Since the space is a circular
space, we assume that the distribution is computed with a
von Mises kernel.

Given V weighted votes Γ = {(θ1,w1), . . . , (θV ,wV )},
where θ is an angle in the circular space and w is a weight,
the density is defined as

p̂(θ; ν, Γ ) =
1

Z

V∑
i=1

wiK(θ − θi) (27)

=
1

2πZI0(ν)

V∑
i=1

wi exp {ν cos (θ − θi)}. (28)

where Z =
∑V
i=1 wi and ν is a concentration parameter.

Let k(θ) = exp (ν cos
√
θ), (θ ≥ 0). Then Eq. 28 is

redefined as

p̂(θ; ν, Γ ) =
1

2πZI0(ν)

V∑
i=1

wik(|θ − θi|2). (29)

By defining g(θ) = −k′(θ), we obtain

g(θ) = −k′(θ) (30)

=
ν

2
√
θ

sin
√
θ exp (ν cos

√
θ), (θ ≥ 0) (31)

Note that g(0) = ν
2 exp (ν) since limθ→0

sin
√
θ√

θ
= 1

The derivative of p̂(θ; ν, Γ ) with respect to θ is

δ

δθ
p̂(θ; ν, Γ ) (32)

=
2

2πZI0(ν)

V∑
i=1

wi(θ − θi)k′(|θ − θi|2) (33)

=
1

πZI0(ν)

V∑
i=1

wi(θi − θ)g(|θ − θi|2) (34)

=
1

πZI0(ν)
(

V∑
i=1

wig(|θ − θi|2))(

∑V
i=1 wiθig(|θ − θi|2)∑V
i=1 wig(|θ − θi|2)

− θ)

(35)

=
1

πZI0(ν)
(

V∑
i=1

wig(|θ − θi|2))m(θ; ν, Γ ), (36)
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where m(θ; ν, Γ ) is the mean shift and

g(|θ − θi|2) (37)

=
ν

2
√
|θ − θi|2

sin
√
|θ − θi|2 exp (ν cos

√
|θ − θi|2)

(38)

=
ν

2|θ − θi|
sin |θ − θi| exp (ν cos |θ − θi|). (39)

Given the current estimate of the mode, θ(s), the updated
estimate is computed by

θ(s+1) = θ(s) + m(θ(s); ν, Γ ). (40)

The process is started from each data point and repeated un-
til d(θ(s+1), θ(s)) becomes small. Each convergence point is
a mode in the distribution. The height of the mode is com-
puted as the density at the mode (See Eq. 28). To reduce the
computation time, we keep track of a path until convergence
and assume that all the data points in that path converge to
the same point.

Note that due to the periodic nature of the orientation, θi
and θi± 2kπ (k = 1, 2, . . . ) represent the same orientation.
However, in computing m(θ; ν, Γ ), it is important to use θi
which has the smallest value for |θ − θi|. Thus, 0 ≤ |θ −
θi| ≤ π for all i. This is to ensure that the algorithm finds
the nearest mode to the current estimate.

4 Experiments

4.1 Head Pose Estimation

4.1.1 Dataset and image features

We test the effectiveness of the proposed methods for the
Euclidean target space on the head pose estimation task. We
use the Pointing’04 dataset (Gourier et al, 2004), which con-
tains head images of 15 subjects and for each subject there
are two series of 93 images with different poses represented
by pitch and yaw.

The dataset comes with manually specified bounding boxes
indicating the head regions. Based on the bounding boxes,
we crop and resize the image patches to 64 × 64 pixels im-
age patches and compute multiscale HOG (Dalal and Triggs,
2005) from each image patch with cell size 8, 16, 32 and
2× 2 cell blocks. The orientation histogram for each cell is
computed with signed gradients for 9 orientation bins. The
resulting HOG feature is 2124 dimensional.

In the sample weighting step of AKRF-W, the likeli-
hood cross-validation is used to determine the bandwidth of
the Gaussian kernel, however, since in Pointing’04 dataset
there are multiple samples whose target values are exactly
the same, the obtained bandwidth becomes infinite. Thus,
we conduct likelihood cross-validation after removing the
duplicate samples.

4.1.2 Results2

First, we compare the proposed methods with other gen-
eral regression methods using the same image features. We
choose standard binary regression forest (BRF) (Breiman,
2001), Boosted Binary Regression Tree (BBRT) (H. Fried-
man, 2001), kernel PLS (Rosipal and Trejo, 2001) and ε-
SVR with Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernels (Vapnik,
1998), all of which have been widely used for various com-
puter vision tasks. The first series of images from all sub-
jects are used as the training set and the second series of im-
ages are used for testing. The performance is measured by
Mean Absolute Error in degree. For our methods as well as
BRF, we terminate node splitting once the number of train-
ing data associated with each leaf node is less than 5. The
number of trees combined is set to 20. K for KRF, β for
KRF, AKRF, AKRF with the proposed extensions and BRF,
and γ for BRF are all determined by 5-fold cross-validation
on the training set. For BBRT, we use the implementation by
Hara and Chellappa (2013) and the number of leaf nodes of
regression trees is set to 35 as a result of cross-validation and
the number of trees is set to 1000. Other parameters are set
to the default values. For kernel PLS, we use the implemen-
tation provided by the author of Rosipal and Trejo (2001)
and for ε-SVR, we use the LIBSVM package (Chang and
Lin, 2011). All the parameters for kernel PLS and ε-SVR
are also determined by 5-fold cross-validation.

As can been seen in Table 1, all of the proposed meth-
ods work significantly better than other regression meth-
ods. The AKRF performs worse than the KRF, however,
the AKRF with the voting-based ensemble (AKRF-V) im-
proves the performance of the AKRF by 13.2%, surpass-
ing the KRF. On the other hand, the AKRF with the sam-
ple weighting technique (AKRF-W) deteriorates the perfor-
mance of the AKRF. This result is expected since the target
value distributions are not uniform in the testing set.

Our methods are computationally efficient (Table 1). KRF
and AKRF take only 7.7 msec and 8.7 msec, respectively,
to process one image including feature computation with a
single thread. AKRF-W does not increase the computation
time for testing while AKRF-V slightly increases the com-
putation time (9.6 msec) due to the mean shift procedure
being invoked in testing time.

Table 2 compares the proposed methods with prior art.
Since the previous works report the 5-fold cross-validation
estimate on the whole dataset, we also follow the same pro-
tocol. KRF, AKRF, and AKRF-V advance state-of-the-art
with 26.8%, 16.9% and 21.4% reduction in the average MAE,
respectively. As in the previous experimental setting, AKRF-
W degrades the performance of AKRF.

2 The results of AKRF have been updated from (Hara and
Chellappa, 2014) by fixing Eq. 11, however, the difference is
insignificant.
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Table 1: MAE in degree of different regression methods on the Pointing’04 dataset (even train/test split). Time to process
one image including HOG computation is also shown.

Methods yaw pitch average testing time (msec)
AKRF-V 4.98 3.43 4.20 9.6
AKRF-W 6.02 4.61 5.31 8.7

AKRF 5.57 4.11 4.84 8.7
KRF 5.32 3.52 4.42 7.7

BRF (Breiman, 2001) 7.77 8.01 7.89 4.5
BBRT (H. Friedman, 2001) 7.74 7.82 7.78 112.7

Kernel PLS (Rosipal and Trejo, 2001) 7.35 7.02 7.18 86.2
ε-SVR (Vapnik, 1998) 7.34 7.02 7.18 189.2

Table 2: Head pose estimation results on the Pointing’04
dataset (5-fold cross-validation)

Methods yaw pitch average
AKRF-V 5.53 2.86 4.19
AKRF-W 5.71 4.19 4.95

AKRF 5.43 3.43 4.43
KRF 5.29 2.51 3.90

He et al (2014) 5.71 4.95 5.33
Fenzi et al (2013) 5.94 6.73 6.34

Haj et al (2012) Kernel PLS 6.56 6.61 6.59
Haj et al (2012) PLS 11.29 10.52 10.91

A recent work by Zhen et al (2015) proposed a super-
vised feature learning method for multidimensional target
regression and compared their features with various feature
learning techniques for the Pointing’04 Dataset. For all the
experiments, they use our AKRF as a regression method and
achieve significant improvement over the multiscale HOG
we use in this paper ( 3.81 average MAE using even split
and 3.11 using 5-fold cross-validation setting. ) Please refer
to Zhen et al (2015) for the full comparisons.

Fig. 3 shows the effect ofK of KRF on the average MAE
along with the average MAE of AKRF. In this experiment,
the cross-validation process successfully selects K with the
best performance. AKRF works better than KRF with the
second best K. The overall training time is much faster with
AKRF since the cross-validation step for determining the
value of K is not necessary. To train a single regression tree
with β = 1, AKRF takes only 6.8 sec while KRF takes
331.4 sec for the cross-validation and 4.4 sec for training
a final model. As a reference, BRF takes 1.7 sec to train a
single tree with β = 1 and γ = 0.4. Finally, some estima-
tion results by AKRF on the second sequence of person 13
are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3: Pointing’04: The effect of K of KRF on the average
MAE. “CV” indicates the value of KRF selected by cross-
validation.

4.2 Car Direction Estimation

4.2.1 Dataset and image features

We test KRF, AKRF and its extensions, AKRF-W (AKRF
with the sample weighting) and AKRF-VW ( AKRF with
the sample weighting and voting-based ensemble), for a cir-
cular target space on the EPFL Multi-view Car Dataset (Ozuysal
et al, 2009). The dataset contains 20 sequences of images of
cars with various directions. Each sequence contains images
of only one instance of car. In total, there are 2299 images in
the dataset. Each image comes with a bounding box specify-
ing the location of the car and ground truth for the direction
of the car. The direction ranges from 0◦ to 360◦. In Fig. 5,
we show a histogram of the car directions computed from
the training data. The car directions are not uniformly dis-
tributed. As input features, multiscale HOG features (Dalal
and Triggs, 2005) with the same parameters as in the pre-
vious experiment are extracted from 64 × 64 pixels image
patches obtained by resizing the given bounding boxes.

4.2.2 Results

The algorithm is evaluated by using the first 10 sequences
for training and the remaining 10 sequences for testing. In
Table 3, we compare the proposed algorithms with BRF,
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Fig. 4: Some estimation results of the second sequence of person 13. The top numbers are the ground truth yaw and pitch
and the bottom numbers are the estimated yaw and pitch.
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Fig. 5: EPFL Multi-view Car Dataset: a histogram obtained
from the directions on the training data. The car directions
are not uniformly distributed.

Kernel PLS and ε-SVR with RBF kernels using the same
HOG features. We also include the performance of previous
works. For BRF, we extend it to directly minimize the same
loss function (d(q, s) = 1 − cos(q − s)) as with our meth-
ods. For Kernel PLS and ε-SVR, we first map direction an-
gles to 2D points on a unit circle and train regressors using
the mapped points as target values. In testing phase, a 2D
point coordinate (x, y) is first estimated and then mapped
back to the angle by atan2(y, x). All the parameters are de-
termined by leave-one-sequence-out cross-validation on the
training set. The performance is evaluated by the Mean Ab-
solute Error (MAE) measured in degrees. In addition, the
MAE of 90-th percentile of the absolute errors and that of
95-th percentile are reported, following the convention from
prior works.

As can be seen from Table 3, all of our proposed meth-
ods work much better than existing regression methods we
have compared with. In particular, the improvement over
BRF is noteworthy. Compared to AKRF, AKRF-W works

slightly better (4.0% reduction in MAE 90-th percentile).
The use of the voting-based ensemble (AKRF-VW) further
improves the performance (in total, 12.5% reduction in MAE
90-th percentile). In Fig. 6, we show the MAE of AKRF
computed on each sequence in the testing set. The perfor-
mance varies significantly among different sequences (car
instances). Fig. 7 shows some representative results from the
worst three sequences in the testing set (seq 16, 20 and 15).
We notice that most of the failure cases are still due to the
flipping errors (≈ 180◦) which mostly occur at particular in-
tervals of directions. Fig. 8 shows the effect of K of KRF.
The performance of AKRF is comparable to that of KRF
with K selected by the cross-validation.

Fig. 6: MAE of AKRF computed on each sequence in the
testing set of the EPFL Multiview Car Dataset
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Table 3: Car direction estimation results on the EPFL Multi-view Car Dataset

Method MAE (◦) 90-th percentile MAE (◦) 95-th percentile MAE (◦)
AKRF-VW 6.76 15.65 23.81
AKRF-W 7.42 15.94 24.06

AKRF 7.73 16.18 24.24
KRF 8.32 16.76 24.80
BRF 23.97 30.95 38.13

Kernel PLS 16.86 21.20 27.65
ε-SVR 17.38 22.70 29.41

Fenzi et al (2015) N/A N/A 13.6
He et al (2014) N/A N/A 15.8

Fenzi and Ostermann (2014) 12.67 17.77 23.38
Yang et al (2014) N/A N/A 24.1
Zhang et al (2013) N/A N/A 24.0
Fenzi et al (2013) 14.51 22.83 31.27

Torki and Elgammal (2011) 19.4 26.7 33.98
Ozuysal et al (2009) N/A N/A 46.48

Fig. 7: Representative results from the worst three sequences in the testing set. The numbers under each image are the ground
truth direction (left) and the estimated direction (right). Most of the failure cases are due to the flipping error.

4.3 Continuous Pedestrian Orientation Estimation

4.3.1 Dataset

We conducted experiments on the TUD Multiview Pedestri-
ans Dataset (Andriluka et al, 2010) which consists of 5,228
images of pedestrians with bounding box annotations as well
as orientation annotations. Most of the training images are
gray scale images. In total, there are 4,732 pedestrians for
training, 290 for validation and 309 for testing. Note that the
size of the dataset is more than two times larger than that of
EPFL Multi-view Car Dataset and slightly smaller than two

times of Pointing’04 Dataset. Unlike those two datasets, all
the images in this dataset are captured “in the wild” and im-
ages contain a large variety of poses and clothing, making
this dataset much more challenging.

4.3.2 Annotation of continuous orientations

Since it is difficult to measure the accurate orientations of
pedestrians captured in a real-life setting, the original anno-
tations for orientations are given in a discrete form. Specif-
ically, each pedestrian is labeled as one of the eight orien-
tation classes ( Right, Right-Back, Back, Left-Back, Left,
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Fig. 8: EPFL Multi-view Car: The effect of K of KRF on
MAE. “CV” indicates the value of KRF selected by cross-
validation.

Left-Front, Front, Right-Front ). Thus, all the previous works
using this dataset treat the problem as a mutli-class classifi-
cation problem.

In this work, we annotate the orientations of the pedes-
trians in a continuous form using the Amazon Mechanical
Turk. For each pedestrian, annotators specify the orienta-
tion of the pedestrian by moving a line segment in a cir-
cle (Fig. 1). The orientation of the pedestrian is defined as
body orientation. We obtain 5 annotations for each pedes-
trian from 5 unique annotators. We then compute the mean
orientation of the annotations by Eq. 15 and use it as a ground
truth continuous annotation. The mean absolute deviation of
the annotations from the mean is 9.6◦. We believe that the
effect of perspective errors is small in the annotations since
most of the pedestrians are photographed from a sufficiently
large distance compared to the thickness of the human body.

To confirm the usefulness of continuous annotations, for
each angle in {0◦, 10◦, . . . , 350◦}, we pick a training sam-
ple with the closest ground truth orientation and show them
in Fig. 9 in order of the orientation. As can be seen, the con-
tinuous annotations capture smooth transitions of the orien-
tations even though the annotations are done solely from 2D
images.

In Fig. 10, we show the histogram of the orientations on
the training data. The orientations are highly imbalanced,
thus the sample weighting method discussed in Sec. 3.7 is
needed.

4.3.3 Image features

Since many of the images in the dataset are gray scale im-
ages, we first convert all the color images to gray scale im-
ages. Then for each image, we extract the HOG features
from three different scales and reduce the dimensionality to
2,000 by PCA, preserving 98.8% of the energy.

4.3.4 Performance measure

We evaluate the performance of the proposed methods by
three measures. The first one is Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
of angular distance, dangle((t1, t2) = mink∈{0,±1,... } |t1 −
t2 + 360k|. The second and third measures, Accuracy-22.5◦

and Accuracy-45◦, are defined as the ratio of samples whose
predicted orientation is within 22.5◦ and 45◦ from the ground
truth, respectively. We argue that Accuracy-22.5◦ and Accuracy-
45◦ are more practical measures than MAE as oftentimes we
have an acceptable error, depending on the applications, and
would like to know how likely the predictor can produce the
acceptable predictions. Errors larger than the acceptable er-
ror are penalized equally. On the other hand, by definition,
MAE is strongly influenced by large errors. In the experi-
ments, we observe that many of the failure cases are due to
the flipping errors ( ' 180◦ ) which makes MAE less reli-
able. Thus, our primary evaluation criterion in this work is
Accuracy-22.5◦. We also use Accuracy-22.5◦ as a criterion
for parameter determination.

4.3.5 Evaluated methods

We evaluate the performance of AKRF, AKRF-W and AKRF-
VW. We also compare the regression forest with BRF and
Extremely Randomized Trees algorithm (Geurts et al, 2006)
(referred to as ERT) optimizing the same objective function
(Eq. 17). Instead of using a random subset of the training
data, ERT always uses all the training samples but chooses
the threshold completely randomly. Note that in Baltieri et al
(2012), a classification version of the ERT achieves the best
performance.

For all the tree-based methods, the number of the trees in
the forest is set to 100. The ratio of randomly selected sam-
ples, β ∈ (0, 1.0), is determined based on the Accuracy-
22.5◦ on the validation set, except for ERT. For BRF and
ERT, additional randomness is enforced by considering only
a subset of input feature indexes at each node splitting. We
determine the ratio of randomly selected feature indexes based
on the Accuracy-22.5◦ on the validation set.

4.3.6 Additional baseline methods

As additional baseline methods, we train the ε-Support Vec-
tor Regression (ε-SVR) (Drucker et al, 1996) with Gaussian
kernel and Kernel Partial Least Squares Regression (Kernel
PLS) (Rosipal and Trejo, 2001) with Gaussian kernel. Since
both methods cannot directly handle circular outputs, as was
done for the car direction estimation task, we convert each
orientation to a point on a unit circle before training and
convert them back to the angle during testing time. All the
parameters are determined based on Accuracy-22.5◦ on the
validation set.
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Fig. 9: Training samples for representative orientation angles are shown. For each angle in {0◦, 10◦, . . . , 350◦}, a training
sample with the closest ground truth is selected. The left-top image corresponds to 0◦ and the right-bottom one corresponds
to 350◦. The continuous annotations capture smooth transition of the body orientations even though the annotations are done
solely from the 2D images.

4.3.7 Results

In Table 4, we show the results of the proposed methods as
well as the baseline methods. We also show the performance
of humans computed from all the annotations. The proposed
methods significantly outperforms BRF, ERT, Kernel PLS
and ε-SVR. The AKRF-W improves Accuracy-22.5◦ of the
AKRF by 4.1%. The AKRF-VW improves Accuracy-22.5◦

of AKRF by 8.7% and that of AKRF-W by 4.4%. In Fig. 11,
we plot the change of the accuracy by varying the threshold.

Since none of the methods perform as well as humans, there
is still a large room for improvement.

It is worth noting that BRF and ERT perform very poorly
on this task, even though ERT is the best performing method
for the discrete orientation estimation task on the same dataset
as reported in Baltieri et al (2012). This result indicates that
node splitting based on a single feature dimension is not effi-
cient for regression tasks. A similar observation can be made
in previous two experiments (Tables.1 and 3).

In Table 5, we summarize previously reported results on
the same dataset; however, the original discrete annotations
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Fig. 10: TUD Multiview Pedestrians Dataset: a histogram
obtained from the orientations on the training data. The ori-
entations are higly imbalanced.
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Fig. 11: Change of the accuracy by varying threshold on the
pedestrian orientation estimation task

are used by all the previous results for both training and eval-
uation, thus the performances are measured differently. Ac-
curacy8 is a percentage of correctly predicted samples using
the original 8 discrete orientation classes. Accuracy4 also
uses the same 8 orientation classes but consider the two ad-
jacent orientations as being correct. Essentially, Accuracy-
22.5◦ and Accuracy-45◦ will be equivalent to Accuracy8
and Accuracy4 respectively if using the the discrete anno-
tations.

Finally, Fig. 12 shows some qualitative results from the
AKRF-VW. The results in the last row are failure cases.
Note that the color information is not used in computing the
image features since many of the images in the training set
are gray scale images. It would be interesting to see if the use
of the color information help resolve some of the confusion,
provided a set of color images for training.

1 Although numbers are reported in Tao and Klette (2013), we omit
them from the table for the following reason. Their method is not ca-
pable of predicting eight orientations. In computing the accuracy for

Table 4: Continuous pedestrian orientation estimation:
Accuracy-22.5◦, Accuracy-45◦ and Mean Absolute Error in
degree are shown for AKRF-VW and all baseline methods.

Method Accuracy-22.5◦ Accuracy-45◦ MAE (◦)
AKRF-VW 68.6 78.0 34.7
AKRF-W 65.7 76.1 35.9

AKRF 63.1 76.1 36.1
Kernel PLS 49.8 71.5 36.5
ε-SVR 48.2 69.6 39.1
BRF 32.4 55.3 54.7
ERT 31.1 56.0 50.3

Human 90.7 99.3 9.1

Table 5: Results of previously proposed approaches. Note
that the performance is measured differently for the previous
approaches as the original discrete annotations are used. See
text for the details. All the results are on the TUD Multiview
Pedestrians Dataset (Andriluka et al, 2010)

Method Accuracy8 Accuracy4
Baltieri et al (2012) - AWG 65 83
Baltieri et al (2012) - Max 58 76

Chen et al (2011) 55 76
Tao and Klette (2013) - FourD1 N/A1 69

Tao and Klette (2013) - FourPedRD2 N/A1 71
Andriluka et al (2010) - Max 31 N/A
Andriluka et al (2010) - SVM 42 70

Andriluka et al (2010) - SVM-adj 35 76

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a novel node splitting algorithm
for regression tree training. Unlike previous works, the pro-
posed method does not rely on a trial-and-error process to
find the best splitting rules from a predefined set of rules,
providing more flexibility to the model. Combined with the
regression forest framework, our methods achieve competi-
tive results on head pose estimation, car direction estimation
and newly introduced continuous pedestrian orientation es-
timation tasks. Further improvement is achieved by the pro-
posed sample weighting technique and voting-based ensem-
ble method based on the mean shift algorithm.
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